STEAMing IT UP at the U-Tokyo by Ms. SACHIKO NAKAJIMA

Jazz pianist
Mathematician
STEAM(s) Educator, steAm, Inc. CEO
STEAM Girls Ambassador
(Appointed by the Japanese Cabinet Office)

The first and only female International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) Gold Medalist in Japan!

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP

“STEAM” is an extremely popular educational movement the world over, even in Japan. Here, MEXT (Ministry of Education) and METI (Ministry of Economy) are both starting to focus on inter/anti-disciplinary project based on STEAM learning. Through STEAM, people can enjoy the joy of co-creation and discovering/solving social problems with various researchers, professional engineers, artists, and athletes, beyond any boundaries! In this workshop, I will introduce some key STEAM social movements/projects and some of their key principles, as well as conduct improvisational STEAM discovery/creation through music. Please be prepared to become wonderfully diversified scientists, technologists, engineers, artists, and mathematicians!

Ms. Sachiko Nakajima (Piano)
Mr. Hiroshi Suzuki (Saxophone)
Ms. Hitomi Aikawa (Percussion)

FRIDAY, 10 Jan 2020
17:00-18:30
KOMABA CAMPUS
Administration Building 3F
Gakusai Kouryū Hall (Piano Room)

INQUIRIES:
Global Faculty Development (GFD) Committee
gfd-tokyo@adm.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp

MORE INFORMATION:

Only 132 Seats

REGISTER HERE:

MUSIC Performance

♫ U-Tokyo Global Faculty Development WORKSHOP & MUSIC PERFORMANCE ♫